Data Protection for Remote Workers

Dell EMC Data Protection solutions ensure compliance for data protection, enable business continuity and minimize data loss.

Backup, Recovery and Compliance
With more employees now working remotely, there is an unprecedented lack of control over data. While many technological advancements have allowed companies to fully transition their employees to home offices safely, data protection and compliance are put to the test.

In a work from anywhere world, organizations need to rethink their data protection strategies. Instead of relying on local storage, organizations should be looking to protect distributed data across the edge, core and cloud. Dell Technologies provides automated and resilient data protection that can produce a documented process for compliance and governance including file recovery and restoration – even while employees work from anywhere.

Automate Data Protection
Let us not forget the need for speed should you have to recover from data deletion, disaster – or worse, ransomware. Cloud protection helps secure distributed data and retrieve lost data. It improves collaboration and makes version control more manageable.

When your physical workplace is unavailable, your organization needs a secure, compliant solution that helps protect remote workers in the following ways:

› Enable business continuity
› Protect critical information to support SLAs and compliance
› Automate compliance with mandates for data protection, archiving and recovery
› Enable self-service recovery for remote workers, freeing IT resources
› Meet Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO) requirements
› Future Proof Guarantee investment protection: trade-in credit from older and competitive gear

Reduce Business Risk
Protecting your business starts with protecting your data. Dell Technologies gives organizations an effective way to recover the lifeline of their business when other strategies fail. Dell EMC PowerProtect Cyber Recovery provides the power to enable an automated workflow to augment the data protection infrastructure with true data isolation, data forensics, analytics and – most importantly – data recovery for increased business resiliency.

The Power of Dell
Leverage the power of our extended client, server, storage and data protection portfolio. Simplify your IT purchases, maximize the return on your investment and gain a single point of support for all your software and hardware. This includes Dell Technologies On Demand, which delivers an end-to-end portfolio of consumption-based and as-a-service solutions for the way on-premises infrastructure and services are consumed today.

Learn more:
www.delltechnologies.com/dataprotection